Drake Hash House Harriers
GM:- Crackle Snaffler
Hash Cash:- Pherognome
Hare Razor:- Fit Bit
Hash Advisor: - Endosperm
Next Monday’s run: 17 May 21 at 1930
Hare: Bog Snaffler
Upcoming Hash: Sharpitor Car Park
Grid ref: SX560 708
What 3 words: juggler.president.youthful

POST MORTEM Run No. 1898 Moorhaven
HARE: Dead End
HASHERS: Beast, Bog Snaffler, Dallas, Gullybull, Crackle Snaffler, Good ’n’ Hard,
Loupy, Fit Bit, Boot Basher, Goldfish, Pherognome, Justin Thyme, No Shoes, Guiness (+ anyone else I have forgotten!).
This was the maiden virgin hash for Dead End: starting at the Moorhaven car park by the large pine
trees, Fitbit was complaining about the insufficient bush cover toilet facilities. Already stating that there
might be a road run at the start and end, the jeers from the hashers had commenced. Unafraid, Dead
End had his secret weapon; more grapefruit juice to revitalise one’s moral!
JT arrived at his predictable time but packing a fancy
new hairstyle; the local sheep shearer had to work his
magic on his mop. The GM decided she was going to
wear the Hash T-shirt much to Fitbit’s annoyance.
All gathered and correct, the cry of “on-on” was announced. Sprinting up the never ending road hill to the
gate by Wrangton Golf Club, the FRBs staggered up Lud
Brook dashing through the lightly sprung bogs. Sneaking up the moors, the FRBs had found the short-long
split. Shortly reaching Creber’s Rock Cairns, the distinctive RG was located. Hunkered down out of the brisk
wind, Dead End produced endless supplies of sweets to
revitalise the Drake Hasher’s spirits.
Admiring the view of Ugborough and South Hams on this
clear evening, the GM felt it necessary to the lead the
charge to an impromptu extra loop to Ugborough Beacon
and back again.
Gaining momentum, the DHHH’s FRBs pelted down the
moors at break neck speed. Taking it steady, as I was
worried about my Bambi cankles, the slow-uns plodded
on behind. The hash run followed the On-Home plobs
down the hill of Leigh Lane with mutterings of more “road
run”. Reconvening at the carpark, a great (I meant rubbish in normal DHHH tradition) maiden hash for
Dead End.
Next week’s hash from me will inevitably involve all forms of mud, rocks and water. The forecast is rain;

perfect conditions for Bog Snaffler. I have contacted Walkhampton Inn; they are delighted to have us
attend and will provide a Hash Menu and beer!

